Hi All, Clara from Vienna.

Hi Matt! Jeremy from Shanghai.

Hi Matt! Linda from Delhi. (We met when you visited my school in Doha.)

Matt did a fantastic session with our IB Film class. Offered professional critiques of the films our students were working on.

It was really powerful for our students to get such personal feedback after he watched their films.

Great to know – sounds like that could be done virtually too? (IB film)

@Sarah – yes, that should work!

Use the natural world to inspire students to read.

These are such great ESS, Geo and World Studies EE topics. I wish my DP students were listing to this.

The world’s wild places are closer than ever and more relevant than ever. Bring them into the library.

Nice! What a cool job!

Woot woot!

Authors Abroad

Great book for us to add to the SDG book blog!

What’s it about?

I think us life-long readers have quite the special connection :) I love it!

Sounds great!

What places are still on your bucket list to visit?

Great book for us to add to the SDG book blog!

We’d love to have you come see us in Moscow when flights open up again. Used to be a direct flight London–Moscow.

From the environment point of view. Just a curious to know.

Which age groups do you work best with?
15:39:04 From Cara Keyman : He’s workshops are really good for second language learners because his presentations are so visual.
15:39:21 From krisfeller : How young can you go with age groups?
15:39:35 From Courtney Park : Thank you, Matt! It was fascinating and I look forward to crossing paths again.
15:40:07 From Fahriye Kılınc To All Panelists : Thanks! Great presentation! I would love to read your books.
15:40:20 From Klaudia Janek : This session was great. Thank you. I enjoyed it.
15:40:24 From Melissa Cavender : Thank you from Argentina!
15:40:26 From ckonkwo : Thanks a lot Matt!
15:40:44 From Sunita Malekar : Enjoyed it.
15:40:44 From Ebru AVCI : Thank you.
15:40:44 From Helle Kirstein To All Panelists : Thank you – wonderful presentation!
15:41:05 From Kathleen McKim : Hi, Matt. I did have a reluctant reader pick up The Everest Files, and tell a friend that it looked pretty good.
15:41:10 From Jeremy Willette : Thanks so much, Matt!!
15:41:13 From Sabrina Rossi : Thank you, very interesting
15:41:16 From Devaki : Thank you !!